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of lawyers and lawyers serving as third-party neutrals. 
Specifi cally, Rule 2.4 provides:

(a) A lawyer serves as a “third-party
neutral” when the lawyer assists two or
more persons who are not clients of the
lawyer to reach a resolution of a dispute
or other matter that has arisen between
them. Service as a third-party neutral
may include service as an arbitrator, a
mediator or in such other capacity as will
enable the lawyer to assist the parties to
resolve the matter.

(b) A lawyer serving as a third-party neu-
tral shall inform unrepresented parties
that the lawyer is not representing them.
When the lawyer knows or reasonably
should know that a party does not un-
derstand the lawyer’s role in the matter,
the lawyer shall explain the difference
between the lawyer’s role as a third-party
neutral and a lawyer’s role as one who
represents a client.16

As this commentator has elucidated in an earlier col-
umn,17 Rule 2.4 explains that lawyers who serve as third-
party neutrals are helping parties resolve a dispute, but 
they are not the lawyer’s clients.18 Rule 2.4 makes a point 
of saying that lawyers serving as a third-party neutral 
have an ongoing obligation to inform unrepresented par-
ties of this distinction.19 The neutral is just the neutral, not 
their lawyer, too. Parties are not getting “two for the price 
of one” and lawyers may need to repeatedly dispel this 
commonly held, mistaken belief of pro se. Such pro se’s 
statements to a third-party neutral as, “I’m so glad you’re 
working with me. You’ll protect me.” “I don’t know the 
law, but I’m sure you’re not going to let me make a bad 
deal”; and “What do you think about that legal propos-
al?” are representative statements that trigger the Rule 2.4 
requirements. 

Implicit in Rule 2.4 is a third-party neutral’s obliga-
tion to refrain from conduct that might be misconstrued 
to be lawyerly20 such as giving legal advice, providing 
legal representation and legal drafting. If you say you are 
not acting as the parties’ lawyer, then don’t. This calls into 
question whether the hard to differentiate dichotomies 
such as legal education/advice and scribe/agreement 
drafting by third-party neutrals may in fact, when em-
ployed by a lawyer-mediator, be construed as lawyering 
and be in contravention of this rule. 

Another ethical quagmire for the lawyer-mediator 
who is thinking about drafting agreements is the issue 
of which of the mediation parties is the client that the 
lawyer is representing, and is there an ethical confl ict if 
the mediator elects to represent one party over the other. 
Rule 1.721 warns:

activity could raise concerns under the law governing the 
unauthorized practice of law (UPL) in each state.8

Guided by the ethical mandates of the ABA Model 
Standards of Conduct for Mediators9 and the Model Stan-
dards of Practice for Family and Divorce Mediation,10 
the Committee tried to harmonize these two ethical 
guidelines, recognizing that the Model Standards do not 
provide a defi nitive answer.11 The Committee cautioned 
that these Standards are aspirational and that lawyer-
mediators should also consider the application of other 
relevant legal ethical guidelines and laws. However, 
it is only in a footnote12 that the Committee remarked 
that lawyer-mediators should also be mindful of Rule 
1.7 Confl ict of Interest: Current Clients; Rule 2.4 Lawyer 
Serving As A Third Party Neutral; and Rule 1.6 Confi den-
tiality of Information contained in the ABA Model Rules 
of Professional Conduct.13

Given weight in its analysis, the Committee also 
noted that a mediation party’s right of self-determination 
includes the right to shape their mediation process. The 
Committee observed that it is customary in the practice 
of divorce mediation for divorce mediation consumers to 
intentionally seek out lawyer-mediators with the expecta-
tion that the lawyer-mediators will also draft their result-
ing legal agreements.14 Two for the price of one. After all, 
isn’t this just an extension of party self-determination?

To this commentator’s disappointment, the resulting 
opinion is a reiteration of the existing poorly defi ned ethi-
cal contours, rather than the more direct guidance that is 
needed. Alive and well remain the artifi cial lawyer/scriv-
ener and legal advice/legal education dichotomies that 
are challenging to ethically implement. Unchallenged 
remains the questionable practice in the divorce and fam-
ily mediation that parties in mediation may get “two for 
the price of one,” lawyer-mediators who will also draft 
the legal agreement. In fact, there remains enough wiggle 
room in these dichotomies to encourage mediator choice 
about this ethically defi ning and ethically ambiguous 
behavior.

This commentator believes that permitting lawyers/
mediators to draft agreements not only perpetuates 
the confusion between the distinct roles of lawyer and 
mediator, but also creates a liability minefi eld for the 
lawyer-mediator.15 Sadly, this ambiguity has impeded the 
development of the mediation profession. For many con-
sumers of legal services, there remains confusion about 
the difference between lawyers who represent them and 
lawyers who mediate for them. Unable to make a truly 
informed decision, they may opt for what they believe is 
the more cost-effective choice, the lawyer-mediator.

Lawyers are ethically required to take a more pro-
active role in clarifying this ambiguity. Central to this 
discussion is the New York Rules of Professional Conduct 
Rule 2.4 which clarifi es the distinction between the role 
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over, it is more challenging to observe ethical practice 
when the culture of practice is otherwise. After all, if one 
lawyer-mediator won’t draft an agreement, the mediator 
consumers might fi nd other lawyer-mediators who will. 
Politically, some sectors of the divorce mediation commu-
nity have marketed divorce mediation as a true alterna-
tive process that doesn’t have to include independent le-
gal representation for participating parties. Instead, some 
lawyer-mediators create a fi ction in which they draft the 
agreement and pretend to represent one party, while the 
other party is pro se. Wink! Wink! 

Yet, as mediation practice increases and evolves, there 
are increasing reports of lawyer-mediators being sued 
for practicing law, the deeper malpractice pocket. And, 
increasing numbers of pro se mediation parties who are 
challenging mediated agreements, claiming lack of in-
formed consent and mediator coercion. What is the value 
of two for the price of one in those cases? Possibly, the 
existing economic and political considerations of divorce 
mediation need to be reconsidered. As we have been dis-
cussing, these economic and political stances are fraught 
with ethical challenges that need to be addressed in more 
ethically responsive ways.

Lawyer-mediators may suggest viable alternatives 
for those mediation consumers who are committed to 
containing their costs to an affordable level. For example, 
there is an increasing culture of settlement-minded law-
yers available to represent clients in mediation without 
unnecessarily “stirring up the pot.” For those court-
annexed and government-annexed mediation programs, 
law schools are a free, skilled resource to provide media-
tion representation for your pro se consumers.

Ultimately, this column encourages lawyer-mediators 
to rise to the challenge, recalibrate their ethical compass 
and take proactive steps to promote ethical dispute reso-
lution practice. Lawyer-mediators should be ambassadors 
of ethical mediation process, clarifying the distinct con-
tributions of lawyers and mediators.22 Lawyer-mediators 
working with pro se parties should be mindful that en-
gaging in the practice of “two for the price of one” where 
lawyer mediators also engage in such lawyerly activities 
as drafting and giving legal advice are in contravention of 
their ethical mandates as lawyers. After all, the value for 
one service of quality should be greater than “two for the 
price of one.” 
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